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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
 

WINE TOUR LAUNCHES IN WINTER PARK 
 

Central Florida company will offer the new walking tour weekly and is crafting additional 
walking tours in Winter Garden, Mt Dora, and Sanford 

 
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, February 24, 2021 — Beginning on March 1, 2021, Tours and 
Travel for Foodie Fans Owners & Experience Guides Bryce Morrison, a veteran of the United 
States Navy, and his wife Carla Rhodes are launching their newest business venture: Winter 
Park Wine Walk, a walking food and wine tour in the historic Park Avenue area. The food tour 
lasts 3.5 hours and consists of taking a brisk walk down Park Avenue with many tasty stops 
along the way, sampling delicious food and wines from a variety of restaurants while learning 
some surprising history about Winter Park and their many small businesses. 

 
 
The tour is available every Monday from 12:30pm – 
4pm for $65 per person, ages 21+. A nighttime tour will 
be available every Monday starting at 5:30pm for $85 
per person, ages 21+. 
 
 
$5 from every tour will be donated to the Shift Colors 

Project to help veterans and their families adjust to civilian life together through extensive 
guidance, education, and shared experiences. 
 
In addition to the walking tours, Bryce and Carla will also be hosting exciting foodie meetups 
every month.  Be sure to visit their website, tt4ff.com to stay up to date with their latest events. 
 

ABOUT TOURS AND TRAVEL FOR FOODIE FANS 
Tours and Travel for Foodie Fans is a tour operator specializing in tours, events, and travel 
experiences that are centered around Food, Wine, and Spirits. Owners Bryce Morrison and 
Carla Rhodes are not new to travel and tourism; they also own and operate a full service travel 
agency franchise with Cruise Planners specializing in foodie travel. 
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